INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular disease, being one of the leading causes of death in the world, is continuing to act as a major problem of health in both developing and developed countries. Impaired cardiac efficiency, which is one of the important contributors to cardiac disease, is caused due to inadequate oxygen supply to the heart (ischemic condition) [1-3]. After the development of ischemia, increased fatty acid level in circulation causes increased fatty acid oxidation and decreased glucose oxidation by heart cells. This leads to uncoupling of glucose oxidation and glycolysis, causing heart cells’ acidosis [4-5].

Taking this into consideration, a variety of malonyl CoA decarboxylase (MCD) inhibitors have been synthesized by the researchers [6-8]. MCD carries out decarboxylation of malonyl-CoA to acetyl-CoA. Therefore, inhibition of MCD increases the levels of malonyl-CoA, which further reduces fatty acid oxidation and increases glucose oxidation in the mitochondria of heart cells. Increase in glucose oxidation has two benefits, (i) reduction in acidosis of heart cells and, (ii) increased ATP production, causing more energy supply to heart cells [9-12]. These observations affirm the further scope and need for the development of newer MCD inhibitors for ischemia treatment.

We selected Pyrazoline as a scaffold, as it is an important building block in medicinal chemistry and led to the discovery of a number of derivatives such as anticonvulsant, antitumor, antibacterial, antiviral, anti diabetic etc [13-16]. Quantitative structure-activity relationship studies done by Patel and Talele [7] indicated that MCD inhibitors should contain a heteroaromatic ring bearing a n acidosis of heart cells and, (ii) increased ATP production, causing more energy supply to heart cells [9-12]. These observations affirm the further scope and need for the development of newer MCD inhibitors for ischemia treatment.

We selected Pyrazoline as a scaffold, as it is an important building block in medicinal chemistry and led to the discovery of a number of derivatives such as anticonvulsant, antitumor, antibacterial, antiviral, anti diabetic etc [13-16]. Quantitative structure-activity relationship studies done by Patel and Talele [7] indicated that MCD inhibitors should contain a heteroaromatic ring bearing an acidic proton [17]. In view of these and as a part of our study, it was thought of interest to combine the pyrazoline ring and hydrophobic phenyl ring having phenolic acidic proton to get 3, 5-diaryl-(pyrazol-1-yl)-1, 3-thiazole-4(5H)-one derivatives (derivatives 1-10, table 1) and perform 3D QSAR studies on them, which would be helpful for the researchers in future to design MCD inhibitors. Herein, we describe 3D-QSAR studies of the pyrazoline derivatives (derivatives 1-18).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sets and biological activity

The dataset of 18 pyrazoline derivatives, which were synthesized by us by using previously reported method [18-19] was used for generation of 3D-QSAR model by using the molecular modeling software package VLife molecular design suite (VLife MDS) version 4.6 [20] on HP-PC (HPLV1911) with a Pentium IV processor and Windows 7 operating system. The structures of pyrazoline derivatives and their MCD inhibitory activity in the form of IC 50 values are mentioned in table 1.

3D-QSAR studies

Ligand preparation

VLifeMDS main window, which provides a link for 2D drawing builder was used to draw 2D structures of pyrazoline derivatives. All the molecules were converted from 2D format to 3D format. All the 3D structures were optimized using Merck molecular force field (MMFF) with 100000 as the maximum number of cycles, 0.01 as convergence criteria, and 1.0 as the medium’s dielectric constant. Analytical was selected as gradient type and non-bonded cut off was set at 20 and 10 for electrostatic andvdw respectively [21].

The total potential energy of a confirmation can be calculated as the sum of valence (or bond, E\text{\text{valence}}), cross term and non-bond interactions (E\text{\text{non bond}}).

\[
\text{E_{total}} = \text{E_{bond}} + \text{E_{cross}} + \text{E_{non bond}}
\]

Where,

\[
\text{E_{bond}} = \text{E_{valence}} + \text{E_{cross}} + \text{E_{non bond}}
\]

\[
\text{E_{valence}} = E_{\text{bond}} + E_{\text{angle}} + E_{\text{dihedral}} + E_{\text{op}}
\]

\[
E_{\text{valence}} = E_{\text{valence}} + E_{\text{angle}} + E_{\text{dihedral}} + E_{\text{op}}
\]

\[
E_{\text{dihedral}} = E_{\text{dihedral}} + E_{\text{op}}
\]

\[
E_{\text{op}} = E_{\text{op}} + E_{\text{non bond}}
\]
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E_{UB} = A Urey-Bradley term which accounts for interactions between atom pairs involved in 1-3 configurations (i.e. atoms bound to a common atom);

E_{vdW} = van der Waals energy;

E_{coulomb} = electrostatic energy;

E_{H\text{bond}} = energy of hydrogen bond.

Alignment of molecules

Alignment of the molecules in 3D space is an important step in 3D-QSAR to obtain optimal alignment between the molecular structures necessary for ligand-receptor interaction, which is related to the conformational flexibility of molecules.

All the optimized molecules were aligned by using a template based method with the help of VLife MDS 4.6 template based alignment tool, using pyrazoline as a template, which was the common substructure in the series.

The most active compound was chosen as a reference molecule (table 1). All the other molecules in the data set were aligned on reference molecule, considering the template as a basis for alignment [22].

**Table 1: Structures and biological activities of pyrazoline derivatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Ar₁</th>
<th>Ar₂</th>
<th>IC₅₀ µM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Phenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4-methoxyphenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3-thiophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4-bromophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3-furanyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2,4-dimethylphenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2-nitro-4-methoxyphenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3-dimethoxyphenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4-nitrophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>1.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2-pyridyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2,4-dichlorophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>6.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,4-difluorophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2,4-dibromophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3-thiophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3-furanyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>2,4-dimethoxyphenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>7.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>4-chlorophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>3,4-dichlorophenyl</td>
<td>4-hydroxyphenyl</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Computation of steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic fields**

All the aligned molecules were used for calculation of molecular local shape field descriptors. Using MMFF and Del-re charge type, field descriptors such as electrostatic, steric and hydrophobic were calculated. Considering the distance-dependent dielectric function probe for carbon atom as 1.0, the dielectric constant was set as 1.0. Cut off values for electrostatic and steric were set as 1.0 kcal/mole and 30.0 kcal/mole respectively.

This resulted in the calculation of 3120 descriptors (1040 each for, electrostatic, steric and hydrophobic). For performing a robust QSAR analysis descriptors that show variation for all the molecules are important. A descriptor that is constant for all the molecules will not contribute to QSAR and hence were removed from the worksheet. Experimental activity was selected as the dependent variable, whereas remaining descriptors were selected as independent variables [23].

**kNN-MFA model for 3D-QSAR**

k-nearest neighbour, molecular field analysis (kNN-MFA) method was developed which requires suitable alignment of a given set of molecules [24]. This method involves generation of a common rectangular grid around the molecules.

The steric and electrostatic interaction energies are computed at the lattice points of the grid using a methyl probe of charge+1. These interaction energy values are considered for relationship generation and utilized as descriptors to decide nearness between molecules.

kNN-MFA model was generated using the stepwise variable (SW) selection method. This method considers the variables stepwise for calculation. The forward method was selected wherein; procedure begins by developing a trial model with a single step at a time adding variables. This method continues until there are no more significant variables remaining outside the model.

The cross-correlation limit was set to 0.5. A number of variables were set to 4, equalled to the number of molecules divided by 5. A number of maximum neighbours were set at 5 whereas; the number of minimum neighbours was set at 2.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**3D-QSAR studies**

In the present study, 3D-QSAR by a kNN-MFA model coupled with a stepwise variable selection method was developed for 18 novel 3, 5-diaryl-(pyrazol-1-yl)-1,3-thiazole-4(SH)-one derivatives (1-10) and 3, 5-diaryl-(pyrazol-1-yl)-ethanone derivatives (11-18) based on steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic fields. The structures of these derivatives are shown in table 1.

An energetically stable and highly bioactive compound was chosen as a reference molecule. On this reference molecule, other molecules in the data set were aligned, considering template as the basis for the alignment. The training set and test set were selected on random selection method. Compounds 2, 5, 9, 15 got selected as the test set and remaining 14 compounds got selected as the training set (table 2).

Predicted biological activities of all compounds in the test set were found to lie within the minimum and maximum value range of biological activities of the training set of compounds (fig. 1).

This proved the correctness of the selection of the training set and test set.
From table 2, it is evident that predicted activities of all the compounds are in good agreement with their corresponding experimental activities and the optimal fit is obtained. The plot of predicted versus observed activities of both training and test set compounds (Fig. 1) helped in cross-validation of ANN-MFA QSAR model. Various statistically significant models were generated using stepwise variable selection method, of which the best model having $r^2 = 0.9008$ and $q^2 = 0.9061$ is discussed herein (Table 3).

From statistical results generated by stepwise variable selection 3D-QSAR $k$NN-MFA (SW-$k$NN-MFA) model (Table 3, Fig. 2), the points generated are $S_{304}$ (-0.5101-0.4930) and $S_{305}$ (0.3817 0.3830) i.e. the steric interaction between the probe (CH$_3$) at their corresponding spatial grid points of 304 and 305. These points suggested the significance and requirement of steric properties for a better MCD inhibitory activity. The negative range at grid point $s_{304}$ on thiazolone moiety indicates that negative steric potential is
favorable for an increase in MCD inhibitory activity of pyrazoline derivatives and hence less bulky substituent is preferred in that region. Whereas, the positive range at grid point s_305 on acetyl moiety indicates that positive steric potential is favorable for an increase in biological activity and hence bulky group is favorable for an increase in the activity.

Hence, intermediate steric group’s like –COCH_2CH_3, -CONH_2, -CONHNH_2, -CSNH_2, -CSNHCH_3 etc. are preferred on 1-position of pyrazoline ring. These results are in close agreement with the experimental observations that, compounds 11-18 with thiazolone moiety showed more MCD inhibitory activity than acetyl substituted 1-10 compounds. Further, these findings are also in compliance with results obtained from QSAR studies done by Patel MR et al. [17]. In their study, they found that structural variation of substituents present on ureide nitrogen plays important role in the MCD inhibitory activity.

Studies done by Patel MR et al. indicated that hydroxyl group present in 1,1,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol derivatives is hydrogen bond acceptor and is important for activity.

Whereas, in our study spatial grid point is not generated at the phenolic hydroxyl group. The absence of spatial grid point doesn’t necessarily imply that phenolic hydroxy group does not contribute to MCD inhibitory activity but, rather all molecules contain same functionality.

Thus, the contribution plot arising out of 3D-QSAR studies provides useful insights for better understanding of the structural features of pyrazoline derivatives responsible for producing significant MCD inhibitory activity.

CONCLUSION
Statistically significant 3D-QSAR kNN-MFA model having pred \( r^2 = 0.9008 \) and \( q^2 = 0.9061 \) was generated by using a stepwise variable selection method for a series of pyrazoline derivatives using VLifeMDS 4.6 software. On the basis of the correlation plot of steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic field interactions generated by 3D-QSAR revealed that intermediate bulky groups such as –COCH_2CH_3, -CONH_2, -CONHNH_2, -CSNH_2, -CSNHCH_3 etc. are favourable at 1-position of pyrazoline ring. This finding is in close agreement with the structures of these compounds, where less biological activity is observed in compounds 1-10 with an acetyl group and more biological activity is observed in compounds 1-10 with thiazolone group. In conclusion, the model provided by this work can be employed to design new derivatives of pyrazoline with increased MCD inhibitory activity.
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